
GREEN
P R O D U C T S

C A T A L O G U E



40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
AT YOUR SERVICE



A SUCCESSFUL RANGE OF PRODUCTS

During the last 30 years Filmop has played a main role in the process of change that has affected professional cleaning.
In particular it has been the first Italian manufacturing company having a special attention to:

• the importance of metal-replacing materials, such as polypropylene, very strong, light and completely recyclable
• the necessity to separate clean water from rinsing water, a fundamental issue for a professional cleaning
• ergonomic cleaning systems, in order to make easier and improve the working conditions of the operators in the cleaning field

This is the basis of a successful business and production policy, that has led to a complete range of products for professional
cleaning with more than 4.000 finished items.

A LEADER ITALIAN COMPANY IN THE PROFESSIONAL CLEANING MARKET

Filmop International was founded in the early 70s as a company specialized in the manufacturing of manual cleaning equipment for 
professional use.

Located in the main production areas in the North East of Italy, it is a leading company in the professional cleaning market and a 
reliable partner for thousands of professional people who operate in this field, proud to develop the “Made in Italy” trademark all over 
the world. This is why the company has always designed, planned and produced its own products only and exclusively in Italy.

Fred

Patty Telaio Speedy® DuoFace® Equodose®

Morgan Alpha Emotion
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ALL FILMOP WORLD
IN YOUR HANDS



THE RIGHT TOOL FOR EVERY SITUATION

Filmop provides its customers with different easy-to-use and accessible marketing tools:

• Web site with detailed and constantly updated information
• Freely accessible catalogs and product sheets
• FilmopTalk online magazine with industry articles and interviews
• You Tube channel with videos and tutorials
• Alpha Configurator app to design customized trolleys

YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER

Filmop International is not merely a supplier of cleaning tools, but also a trusted partner totally oriented towards customer’s
satisfaction.
People choosing Filmop International know they can count on a qualified, available and efficient partner, organized to ship orders 
promptly with fast and on-time deliveries.

But the added value of the company is without a doubt its great manufacturing flexibility: at every new customer’s request follows an 
immediate and careful analysis by the R&D department to identify and develop the best possible solution.

Moreover, Filmop International guarantees an excellent pre- and after-sales service advising its customers on the cleaning system mostly 
fitting their own needs and supporting them with trainings on site and/or on its premises, with inspections at cleaning yards too.

Catalogues

Web site

General Catalogue

Videos Alpha Configurator app

Technical Catalogue
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CREATE YOUR IDEAL TROLLEY WITH
FILMOP CONFIGURATOR



• DISCOVER the endless combinations and the wide range of accessories available to fulfil all your needs for a customized product
• SAVE and SEND us your projects: you will get any support and our best quotations for the requested versions
• CHANGE, SHARE and STORE your configurations
• ASSOCIATE your purchase price list to give your sales force a complete and always updated instrument
• CHECK your configurations complete with your purchasing net prices
• MANAGE easily your sales price lists using any desired mark-up thanks to the new online platform

WITH ALPHA CONFIGURATOR YOU CAN CREATE YOUR IDEAL TROLLEY

Do you think all the trolleys for professional cleaning are the same? You can finally create your ideal trolley with Alpha Configurator, 
the innovative application developed by Filmop International for distributors, cleaning companies and cleaning operators.

Just a few simple clicks and you can create your custom-made multipurpose trolley for the professional cleaning of environments 
according to your specific needs. Enjoy and choose among compartments, washing systems, doors, colours and accessories.

Alpha Configurator software is available both for PC and for mobile devices: iPad and Tablet.

iPadPC Tablet
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A HISTORY OF CERTIFIED
AND GUARANTEED QUALITY



2023

THE CERTIFICATIONS OF FILMOP INTERNATIONAL

The quality of the products and services offered by the company is guaranteed by the following certifications:

• 2000 | Quality Certification UNI EN ISO 9001:2015: Filmop bases its growth on an organized business system with   
efficient management, suitable facilities and adequate skills

• 2011 | Environmental certification UNI EN ISO 14001:2015: Filmop has chosen to implement an environmental    
management system to control the impacts of its activities on the ecosystem

• 2012 | Second Life Plastics: Filmop offers a wide range of trolleys, bins and buckets with components made using   
recycled plastics

• 2015 | EU Ecolabel: Filmop has obtained for many cloths, mops, flat mops and kentucky mops the eco-label that    
rewards the best environmentally sustainable products by qualifying them on the market

• 2022 | Carbon Footprint Systematic Approach: Filmop has obtained the certification of the system for calculating the   
climate footprint of the trolleys, carried out in accordance with UNI EN ISO 14067:2018

• 2023 | EU Ecolabel: Filmop has been awarded the Type I environmental label for some wheeled cabinets, which identifies    
the best products from a sustainability point of view

The company fulfills its obligations under European Regulation REACH: it purchases raw materials from trusted and    
qualified suppliers, who declare that they comply with current supply chain regulations.

In addition, it meets the criteria of BRC, a structured management system for hygiene control and product safety. 

Its achievements in terms of environment, sustainable procurement, ethics, labour practices and human rights 
were recognised by EcoVadis, which awarded Filmop the silver medal.

Product certification valid for a range 
of textile products

Product certification valid for a 
selection of wheeled cabinets

Product certification valid for a 
range of plastic products

Certification Carbon Footprint 
Systematic Approach
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A CONSTANT COMMITMENT TOWARDS
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

Filmop: your green products supplier



1 4

2 3

56

LEADING COMPANY FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Filmop contribution to these important goals finds fulfilment in its engagement:

• To make the most of each person as a human being: the company has a modern, advanced structure with working   
tools respectful of workers’ health and safety regulations; moreover, Filmop is strongly committed against the exploitation   
of minors’ work, has a steady attention to job opportunities to people with disabilities and can boast a staff with long   
term seniority (15 - 20 years).

• Protecting the environment: today, compared to the past time, there are surely the means and knowledge to make conscious choices
        for environment preservation. Favouring products in compliance with EU laws and manufactured by certified companies can really
        make the difference.

OUR GREEN SOLUTIONS

Since the very beginning the company has indeed undertaken a clear path towards eco-sustainability.
Many are the steps that translate the green soul of Filmop International into several concrete and certified results:

Company and product
environmental certifications:

ISO 14001

ECOLABEL UE

PSV
CARBON FOOTPRINT 

SYSTEMATIC APPROACH

ECOVADIS

Development of products and 
systems the use of which reduces 

impact on the ecosystem:
100% recyclable at end-of-life

Compliant with CAM
(Minimum Environmental Criteria)

Selection of qualified 
suppliers according to the

 European REACH Regulation:
non-polluting and high-quality

raw materials

Use of certified materials
with recycled origin:

recycling of raw materials

Self-suffency in energy with
personal photovoltaic plant:
use of clean solar energy

low CO
2
 emission

Efficient organization of waste
separate collection and leftovers

deriving from production processes:
reduction of waste production

recovery of materials
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AT THE FOREFRONT OF ENVIRONMENT 
OFFERING PRODUCTS AND CLEANING 
SYSTEMS IN COMPLIANCE WITH 
CAM CRITERIA
Filmop: your green products supplier



WHAT ARE CAMS?

CAM are Minimum Environmental Criteria identified in certain product categories and defined in the relevant Ministerial Decrees 
as a concrete application of PANGPP, the National Action Plan, with which Italy aligns itself to the environmental directives issued 
by the European Union (GPP - Green Public Procurement).

They are a combination of requirements to be met in order to supply products and services considered enough ecological for 
Green Purchasings and Public Administration.
The CAM application is compulsory: to choose ecofriendly solutions is a responsibility and a common duty for environmental protection.
In the Cleaning field there are two relevant CAM:

The requirements in CAM are divided into:

• Technical specifications: mandatory characteristics that make work, services and supplies       
COMPLIANT WITH MINISTERIAL REGULATIONS.

• Contractual clauses: mandatory minimum requirements that make products and services       
COMPLIANT WITH MINISTERIAL REGULATIONS.

• Rewarding criteria: aspects of interest from an environmental point of view that MAY INCREASE THE SCORE in the bidding process.

DM 29-01-2021
published in G.U. (General Series 42) on 19-02-2021

CAM CLEANING OF 
CIVIL ENVIRONMENTS

CAM CLEANING AND SANITIZING
OF HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENTS

c
o

m
Plia

n
t

gPP
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CAM CLEANING AND SANITIZING SERVICES 
DM 29-01-2021, published in G.U. (General Series 42) on 19-02-2021

The Minimum Environmental Criteria for the assignment of cleaning services for civil environments and cleaning and sanitizing  
of healthcare environments include a series of technical specifications, contractual clauses and rewarding criteria whose aim is   
to minimize the environmental impacts associated with the corresponding activities and supplies.

Starting from a careful interpretation of the regulations, Filmop has identified a wide range of products and systems in line with   
what is indicated in the relevant CAM.

All the recommended Green Solutions are designed with the goal of providing maximum efficiency without compromising   
sustainability.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
   Dosing systems that avoid the subjectivity of the operators (civil CAM: par. C.b.1 - healthcare CAM: par. B.b.1) 
Equodose dosing device to check the degree of textile soaking.

CONTRACTUAL CLAUSES
Reusable flat microfibers for chemical reduction (civil CAM: par. C.c.3 - healthcare CAM: par. B.c.4)
Wide range of microfibers with dTex ≤ 1.

Label in compliance with UNI EN ISO 14024 for at least 30% of the microfibers (civil CAM: par. C.c.3 - healthcare CAM: par. B.c.4)
EU Ecolabel certified microfiber flat mops and mops.

Recycled textiles for dusting operations (Civil CAM: par. C.c.3)
Range of dusting mops made of recycled cotton.

Equodose® EU Ecolabel 
certified microfibers

Recycled cotton 
dust mops
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Soaking systems that reduce water and chemical consumption (civil CAM: par. C.c.3 - healthcare CAM: par. B.c.4)
Equodose dosing device to soak textiles directly on the trolley.

Trolleys with wringer and two buckets or double-bucket trolley (civil CAM: par. C.c.3 - healthcare CAM: par. B.c.4)
Washing and multifunctional trolleys that allow separating clean water from rinsing water.

Trolleys with buckets of different colors depending on the intended use, made of 50% recycled plastic by weight    
(civil CAM: par. C.c.3 - healthcare CAM: par. B.c.4)
Wide range of trolleys complete with buckets with different colors, made with suitable percentages of recycled plastic.

Solutions to waste disposal (Civil CAM: par. C.c.6 - Healthcare CAM: par. B.c.7)
AlphaSplit trolleys to collect different types of waste in special sections.
Complete range of color-coded containers for separate waste collection.

REWARDING CRITERIA
Exclusive use of microfibers with label in compliance with UNI EN ISO 14024 (civil CAM: par. C.d.1 - healthcare CAM: par. B.d.1)
Wide range of EU Ecolabel certified microfibers.

Plastic buckets

Bins

Alpha

Alpha with Equodose®

AlphaSplit
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CHOOSE PRODUCTS MADE FROM 
RECYCLING MATERIALS,
GUARANTEED BY A SAFE
CERTIFIED ECOLOGICAL MARK
Filmop: your green products supplier



THE LINES WITH PSV CERTIFIED PRODUCTS

Filmop is proud to be the very first Italian manufacturer of janitorial products to get the Plastic Second Life certification
by the Institute for the Promotion of Recycled Plastics (IPPR).
PSV is the first Italian and European trademark for recycled plastic materials: a product’s environmental certification to guarantee,
highlight and identify more easily all products manufactured by using recycled plastics.
Nowadays Public Authorities are obliged to purchase a minimal amount of products made from recycled materials, for all cleaning 
distributors selling to public authorities this means to offer products with PSV certified components and to be qualified as preferred 
suppliers in accordance with the policies defined in the GPP (Green Public Procurement).
Filmop offers different product lines with components with high PSV polypropylene percentages than minimum required,  
maintaining original colors, variety of models and the same quality as before.
Moreover, Filmop promotes total recycling of end-of-life products: the whole range of plastic products, entirely made in Italy, is 100% 
recyclable.

5 BIN LINES AND A WIDE RANGE OF BUCKETS

7 LINES OF WET MOPPING AND MULTIPURPOSE TROLLEYS

OneFred Fred Arka Orion Vega Morgan Alpha

Polaris AtlaxFlip AtlaxPress AtlaxFitPatty DesySirius Kiddy Plastic buckets
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THE GUARANTEE OF PSV 
CERTIFICATION, THE VALUE 
OF CAM COMPLIANCE

Filmop: your green products supplier



LINES WITH PSV CERTIFIED COMPONENTS...AND CAM COMPLIANT

Filmop goes further than that because a wide selection of products with PSV certified components are also CAM compliant.

The Italian regulation on Minimum Environmental Criteria for cleaning and sanitizing services (DM 29-01-2021) states that the trolleys 
used must be equipped with buckets made of plastic that is at least 50% recycled by weight, with different colors depending on 
their intended use.

The wide range of buckets manufactured by Filmop meets the requirements of the current regulations, therefore several lines of 
trolleys are CAM compliant.

Plastic buckets

OneFred Fred Morgan Alpha
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DOSE EQUITABLY,
SAVE CLEANING SOLUTION

Filmop: your green products supplier



CHANGE YOUR WAY, CHOOSE A MORE ECO-FRIENDLY CLEANING!

Equodose is the innovating mechanical dosing device developed by Filmop to soak on demand only the mops required by the
cleaning service directly on site.
The system is designed with an adjustable dosing mechanism always ready to use, representing the ideal solution for emergency 
cleaning and extraordinary sanitization.

It is a green solution because it guarantees:

• SAVING OF CLEANING SOLUTION: you can soak only the required mops and only the side of the mop that gets in contact with 
the floor

• HIGH FLEXIBILITY: you can dose the quantity of cleaning solution for each mop, according to the surface to clean

• ENERGY SAVING: you do not consume electric power since the dosing system is totally mechanical and does not require batteries

• MATERIAL RECYCLING: you use a 100% recyclable product made of high quality Made in Italy materials
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HIGH STANDARD 
HYGIENE CLEANING

Filmop: your green products supplier



Filmop was the first Italian manufacturer to consider the separation of clean and rinsing water as a basic prerequisite for profes-
sional cleaning: today the company offers a wide range of washing and multifunctional trolleys that fully meet this requirement, 
guaranteeing a high standard of hygiene.

There is a wide range of solutions: from the most compact trolleys to quickly clean even the smallest spaces to the best equipped 
trolleys to meet all specific cleaning needs.

The exclusive range meets the Minimum Environmental Criteria (DM 29-01-2021) which indicate the use of trolleys with wringer and 
two buckets or double-bucket trolley in case of heavy wet dirt or greasy or encrusted dirt in environments where rinsing is required. In 
addition, the trolleys are equipped with PSV certified buckets, with different colors depending on the intended use.

TROLLEYS THAT ENSURE MAXIMUM HYGIENE
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MICROFIBERS WIDE RANGE
DTEX ≤ 1
Filmop: your green products supplier



FILMOP MICROFIBERS: HIGH EFFICIENCY TOWARDS GREEN

Filmop offers a wide variety of microfiber mops and flat mops characterized by high quality and proven effectiveness: the very thin 
filaments that characterize the entire range enter the microporosity of the surface catching the dirt and releasing it only when the textile 
is washed. They also effectively remove germs and bacteria, ensuring a high level of hygiene.

Not only that: microfiber greatly reduces water and chemical consumption and has greater resistance to washing than natural yarns, 
ensuring a long-life cycle of textiles.

The microfibers offered by Filmop, moreover, have a dTex ≤ 1 which makes them compliant with the Minimum Environmental Criteria 
(DM 29-01-2021). A green choice!
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EU ECOLABEL: 
GUARANTEE OF SUSTAINABILITY

Filmop: your green products supplier



Duetto

Rapido Super Rapido Super Extra Twist-Tuft Micro-Activa

Wash Basic Wash Brush Wash Basic/Brush

Puli-Scrub Puli-Scrub Plus Puli-Brush

Eco Multi-T

Filmop has obtained for several lines of microfiber flat mops and mops the prestigious EU Ecolabel certification, the mark of ecological 
quality of the European Union that rewards the best eco-sustainable products.

The certification confirms the low environmental impact of products after analyzing their sustainability throughout their life cycle  
according to a very selective set of parameters established by the European Community.

The Minimum Environmental Criteria (DM 29-01-2021) establish that at least 30% of the microfiber textiles used in cleaning and sa-
nitizing services must have a label compliant with UNI EN ISO 14024, such as the EU Ecolabel, while the exclusive use is considered a 
rewarding criterion.

CLEANING IS EVEN GREENER WITH EU ECOLABEL CERTIFIED PRODUCTS
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USES PRODUCTS THAT PROTECT 
THE ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH

Filmop: your green products supplier



TEXTILES THAT PROTECT AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS AND OUR HEALTH

The presence of microplastic particles in aquatic ecosystems has attracted widespread attention in recent years and has become the 
subject of an increasing number of studies motivated by environmental and health concerns.

he causes of the tiny pieces of plastic material reaching the oceans are many, including abrasion of synthetic fabrics during washing, 
which causes the fibres to shed. The amount of microplastics released varies from textile to textile, so quantifying them allows an 
objective evaluation of the impact.

Eco Multi-T manual cloth and Micro-Activa, Twist-Tuft, Rapido Super Extra, Rapido Super, Rapido, Duo Face Wash Basic, Puli-Brush 
and Puli-Scrub mops were tested by a highly specialised independent laboratory for the release of microplastics.

All products passed with flying colours: the analysis showed particularly low release during washing and rinsing by Eco Multi-T cloth 
and Micro-Activa, Twist-Tuft, Duo Face Wash Basic, Puli-Brush and Puli-Scrub mops, which received the highest rating. In addition, low 
release was noted for Rapido Super Extra, Rapido Super and Rapido mops.

LOW ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT PRODUCTS
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EFFECTIVE AND 
SUSTAINABLE DUSTING

Filmop: your green products supplier



To reduce the use of resources and enhance the waste cycle, the Minimum Environmental Criteria (DM 29-01-2021) require the exclusive 
use of recycled textiles for dusting operations in civil buildings and environments (par. C.c.3).

Filmop’s 100% cotton, regular cotton and first rate cotton mops are CAM compliant as they are made from the highest quality cotton 
derived from recycling.

The unique range ensures highly effective dust mopping: unlike traditional systems that lift dust into the air and deposit it back on  
surfaces, Filmop’s recycled cotton mops attract, capture, and hold even the smallest dust particles.

RECYCLED COTTON DUST MOPS

100% Cotton First rate cottonCotton
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SYSTEMS THAT 
MAKE WASTE 
COLLECTION 
EASIER

Filmop: your green products supplier



WITH FILMOP YOU REALLY MAKE... THE DIFFERENCE!

Filmop realized an exclusive product to make separate waste collection easier: AlphaSplit is the first and only trolley in the market that 
can be customized up to 8 different compartments. Filmop has created a unique product that facilitates sorted waste collection:

Thanks to the innovative 90 L bag holder with removable lower drawer it is possible to find the right place for every kind of rubbish
in only one collection compartment.

As Alpha line, AlphaSplit trolleys as well are made of components made of PSV - Plastic Second Life with a minimum of 30% recycled 
plastics deriving exclusively from certified suppliers which have been selected. 
Furthermore, AlphaSplit trolleys are equipped with buckets with different colors made of 50% recycled plastic by weight, in line with the 
Minimum Environmental Criteria (DM 29-01-2021).

Filmop completes the range of products for a simpler and more efficient waste collection with several bins with color coding system,  
nice and easy to clean.

Plastic Second
Life Certification
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Filmop: your green products supplier

ECOLABEL WHEELED CABINETS: 
SAFETY AND 
QUALITY ASSURED
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ALPHA 0003002

ALPHA HOTEL 0603002ALPHA 3803003

ALPHA HOTEL 0603005ALPHA 0603019

ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH PROTECTION WITH EU ECOLABEL CERTIFIED WHEELED CABINETS

Filmop has obtained for some wheeled cabinets the EU Ecolabel certification, the environmental label that rewards the best eco-friendly 
products by certifying their low environmental impact and high quality.

Made of recycled plastic and certified Plastic Second Life, the wheeled cabinets are designed to be easily repairable and fully 
recyclable at the end of their service life. They protect our health, as they do not require the use of heavy metals in the production of 
components.

Finally, EU Ecolabel certification grants the quality of the wheeled cabinets, which have passed tests on strength, stability and durability 
carried out by an independent institute.
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ANOTHER 
GREEN GOAL 
ACHIEVED

Filmop: your green products supplier
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GET TO KNOW THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT TO CHOOSE RESPONSIBLY

A long work of analysis, planning and development has allowed us to implement a system for the quantification of the Product Carbon 
Footprint based on a systematic approach, in accordance with the UNI EN ISO 14067:2018 standard.

An independent and accredited verification body, which has certified the system implemented after having carried out an accurate as-
sessment, has recognized the work carried out: through the Carbon Footprint Systematic Approach, Filmop can now quantify the CO2e 
related to each phase of the lifecycle of the entire range of trolleys, from buckets and mop trolleys to multipurpose trolleys, including 
service trolleys.

Measuring the climate footprint of the products and turning it into an objective data allows to implement specific actions aimed at 
offsetting emissions. In this regard, in 2011 Filmop has already become energy self-sufficient, avoiding releasing tons of CO2 into the 
atmosphere every year. Quantifying the impact of products in terms of emissions is the next step taken by the company, which lays the 
basis for the implementation of new and even more targeted offsetting actions, in addition to the production and use of renewable 
energy for over a decade.
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Filmop: your green products supplier

TEXTILE PRODUCT MANUFACTURED
USING SOLAR ENERGY



GREEN ENERGY FOR A BETTER FUTURE!

At a time when safeguarding our environment is a world-heavy need, Filmop is strongly committed to a policy of sustainable
development.
 
Sustainable development is a process of change aimed at improving the environmental economic, social and institutional conditions
of nations.

This process involves the exploitation of natural resources, a direction of investment and an orientation for technological development
consistent with the needs of current and future generations.

Filmop in 2011 chose to install a photovoltaic system complex at its headquarters.

The solar energy produced is capable of fully fuelling the company’s textile production, avoiding releasing about 110 tons of CO2 per 
year into the atmosphere.
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AN IMPORTANT 
AND AUTHORITATIVE 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Filmop: your green products supplier
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2023

FILMOP ACHIEVES ECOVADIS SILVER MEDAL

Our commitment to sustainable development has enabled us to achieve another important result: Filmop was awarded the EcoVadis 
Silver medal, placing it in the top 25% of the highest rated companies in over 175 countries worldwide.

Environment, sustainable procurement, ethics, labour practices and human rights: corporate performance was thoroughly examined 
by EcoVadis, the leading provider of corporate sustainability ratings. The CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) assessment was con-
ducted by an international team of experts to examine the policies adopted, the actions carried out and the results achieved by Filmop 
in each of the areas considered. The methodology employed is based on globally recognised standards including GRI (Global Reporting 
Initiative), UNGC (United Nations Global Compact) and ISO 26000 and is overseen by an international scientific committee, thus laying 
the foundations for an objective and authoritative assessment.

The medal obtained thus rewards the company’s good practices, confirming once again Filmop’s commitment to designing and imple-
menting the best cleaning systems, placing the well-being and health of people and respect for the environment in which we live at the 
centre of each project.



PRODUCT 
LIST

Filmop: your green products supplier
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Filmop: your green products supplier

Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations

C
o

n
For

m
E Low environmental 

impact products

100% cotton mop 
with buttons

100% cotton 
pocket mop

Normal cotton mop 
with buttons

Normal cotton 
pocket mop

Blue acrylic mop 
with buttons

5141 40x12 cm 5141/1 40x12 cm 5142 40x12 cm 5142/1 40x12 cm 5144 40x12 cm

5161 60x12 cm 5161/1 60x12 cm 5162 60x12 cm 5162/1 60x12 cm 5164 60x12 cm

5181 80x12 cm 5181/1 80x12 cm 5182 80x12 cm 5182/1 80x12 cm 5184 80x12 cm

5111 100x12 cm 5111/1 100x12 cm 5112 100x12 cm 5112/1 100x12 cm 5114 100x12 cm

Blue acrylic
pocket mop

First rate cotton mop with 
polyester backing and string

Blue acrylic mop with 
polyester backing and strings

100% cotton mop with polyester 
backing and strings

Set of 100% cotton V-sweeper 
mop with buttons

5144/1 40x12 cm 5746 40x12 cm 5147 40x12 cm 5176/2 110x12 cm 5101 100x12 cm

5164/1 60x12 cm 5766 60x12 cm 5167 60x12 cm 5126/2 120x12 cm

5184/1 80x12 cm 5786 80x12 cm 5187 80x12 cm 5136/2 130x12 cm

5114/1 100x12 cm 5716 100x12 cm 5117 100x12 cm 5156/2 160x12 cm

5178/2 110x12 cm

5128/2 120x12 cm

5138/2 130x12 cm

5158/2 160x12 cm

Set of normal cotton V-sweeper mop 
with buttons

Set of blue acrylic V-sweeper mop 
with buttons

Set of first rate cotton V-sweeper mop 
with polyester backing and strings

Set of blue acrylic V-sweeper mop 
with polyester backing and strings

5102 100x12 cm 5104 100x12 cm 5706 100x12 cm 5107 100x12 cm

Dust mops
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Filmop: your green products supplier

Open-end cotton mop 
with 8 cm support

Open-end cotton mop 
with band and 8 cm support

Open-end cotton mop 
with 5 cm support

Open-end cotton mop, 
looped yarn

000E6013 350 gr 000E6015 350 gr 6000 350 gr 6030 400 gr

000E6014 400 gr 000E6016 400 gr 6001 400 gr 6031 460 gr
000E6109 460 gr 000E6112 460 gr
000E6110 500 gr 000E6113 500 gr

Open-end cotton mop, 
ooped yarn, with band

Open-end cotton mop 
with coloured yarn

White synthetic mop 
with coloured support

White synthetic mop with coloured 
band and coloured support

6035 400 gr 6050A 400 gr 6201D 6211D

6036 460 gr 6050F 400 g 6201DA 6211DA

6201DB 6211DB

6201DC 6211DC

6201DF 6211DF

Synthetic mop, 
twisted yarn

6202D

6202DA

6202DB

6202DC

6202DF

DREAM MOP - white-blue 
microfiber mop, looped yarn

6205D 350 gr

6204D 400 gr

Mops

STRIPE MOP - string mop made 
of colored microfibre stripe

6207A 250 gr
6207B 250 gr
6207C 250 gr
6207F 250 gr
6208A 350 gr
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Filmop: your green products supplier

Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations

C
o

n
For

m
E Low environmental 

impact products

MASTER LUX - cotton mop 
with thick yarn, plastic support

MASTER LUX - cotton 
mop with thick yarn, 

looped yarn, 
plastic support

MASTER LUX - cotton 
mop with thin yarn, 

plastic support

MASTER LUX - 
synthetic mop with 

plastic support

MASTER LUX - synthetic white 
mop, twisted yarn, with plastic 

support

000E2036 220 gr 3036 220 gr 2039 220 gr 6300D 6400D

000E2036B 220 gr 3037 280 gr 2040 280 gr 6300B 6400B

000E2037 280 gr 2040B 280 gr 6300C 6400C

000E2037B 280 gr 2040C 280 gr 6300F 6400F

000E2037C 280 gr 2040F 280 gr

000E2037F 280 gr 2046 300 gr

000E2045 400 gr

 Master Lux universal screw

Bonnet mops

DREAM MOP - white-blue 
microfiber mop with plastic 

support and looped yarn

6310D

6310B

6310C

6310F

MOPPY - cotton mop 
with thin yarn Microfiber bonnet mop Cotton bonnet mop

Cotton bonnet mop, 
double sided

0000OM02230 220 gr 0000D225000 ø 25 cm - 10" 6041 ø 43 cm 6042 ø 33 cm

0000OM02530 250 gr 6048 ø 33 cm - 13"

0000D235000 ø 35 cm - 14"

6047 ø 43 cm - 17"

0000D250000 ø 50 cm - 20"

0000D253000 ø 53 cm - 21"

STRIPE MOP - mop made of micro-
fiber stripes, plastic support with 

universal thread

6320A

6320B

6320C

6320F
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Filmop: your green products supplier

TELAIO SPEEDY®  - foldable plastic mop 
holder

TELAIO SPEEDY®  -  foldable plastic mop 
holder with Lock System fitting

TELAIO SPEEDY®  -  plastic foldable mop 
holder with ErgoSwing fitting

00008116AB 40x11 cm 00008316AB 40x11 cm 00008916AB 40x11 cm

8125AB 50x13 cm
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Speedy mop holders

Mop SPEEDY RAPIDO microfiber, polyester 
backing, looped yarn, with flaps 2 holes

Mop SPEEDY RAPIDO coloured microfiber, 
polyester backing, looped yarn, with flaps 2 

holes

SPEEDY RAPIDO microfiber mop, polye-
ster backing, looped yarn, with external 

flaps 2 holes

SPEEDY RAPIDO coloured microfibre mop, 
polyester backing, looped yarn, with external 

2-hole flaps
000E121D 40x13 cm 0000121AA 40x13 cm 8516 40x13 cm 8516A 40x13 cm
000E611D 50x16 cm 0000121BB 40x13 cm 8516B 40x13 cm

0000121CC 40x13 cm 8516C 40x13 cm
0000121FF 40x13 cm 8516F 40x13 cm
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SPEEDY  Mop polyester and cotton, polyester 
backing, looped yarn, with flaps 2 holes

Mop SPEEDY polyester and cotton, polye-
ster backing, looped yarn inside and cut yarn 

outside, with flaps 2 holes

Mop SPEEDY cotton, polyester backing, 
looped yarn, with flaps 2 holes

Mop SPEEDY cotton, polyester backing, 
looped yarn inside and cut yarn outside, 

with flaps 2 holes

Mop SPEEDY polyester and cotton, polyester 
backing, looped yarn inside and cut yarn outside, 

with external flaps 2 holes

Mop SPEEDY polyester and cotton, polye-
ster backing, looped yarn inside and cut yarn 

outside, with external flaps 2 holes

Mop SPEEDY cotton, polyester backing, looped 
yarn inside and cut yarn outside, with external 

flaps 2 holes

Mop SPEEDY cotton, polyester backing, 
looped yarn inside and cut yarn outside, 

with external flaps 2 holes

8511/M 40x13 cm 8511 40x13 cm 0CO8511/M 40x13 cm 0CO8511 40x13 cm
8518/M 50x16 cm

8414 40x13 cm 8414/M 40x13 cm 0CO8414 40x13 cm 0CO8414/M 40x13 cm
8420 50x16 cm 8420/M  50x16 cm 0CO8420 50x16 cm 0CO8420/M 50x16 cm
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations
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E Low environmental 

impact products
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Polyester and cotton mop, polyester backing, 
looped yarn, with flaps fitting 

Click mop holder

8512 44 cm

Cotton mop, polyester backing, 
looped yarn, with flaps fitting 

Click mop holder

0CO8512 40x13 cm

SPEEDY TRIPLO microfibre mop, 
polyester backing, looped yarn, 

with external 2-hole flaps

SPEEDY TRIPLO mop made of microfibre, 
cotton and polyester, with polyester backing, 

looped yarn, extrenal 2-hole flaps

SPEEDY MASTER-TUFT cotton mop, 
polyester backing, tufting, looped yarn, 

with flaps 2 holes

SPEEDY DREI-TUFT microfiber, cotton and 
polyester mop, polyester backing, tufting, 

looped yarn, with flaps 2 holes, 
with colour-coded tag

0000122D 40x13 cm 0000FS0122D 40x13 cm 00TM0401C00 40x13 cm 00TM0414C00 40x13 cm

0000612D 50x16 cm 00TM0501C00 50x16 cm 00TM0514C00 50x16 cm

SPEEDY MICRO-ACTIVA ultra-microfiber 
mop, polyester backing, with 2-hole flaps and 

colour-coded tag

SPEEDY PULI-SCRUB ultra-microfiber and 
polypropylene mop, polyester backing, with 

2-hole flaps and colour-coded tag

SPEEDY PULI-BRUSH ultra-microfiber and 
polypropylene mop, polyester backing, with 

2-hole flaps and colour-coded tag

SPEEDY ACTIVE-FUR microfiber mop with 
nylon inserts, polyester backing, 2-hole flaps 

and colour-coded tags

000EPN07012 40x13 cm 000EPN07011 40x13 cm 0EPN0418C00A 40x13 cm 00PN0406C00 40x13 cm

000EPN07032 50x16 cm 0EPN0418C00B 40x13 cm
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Speedy mops

 SPEEDY SKILL-FUR striped microfiber mop, 
polyester backing, 2-hole flaps and colour-coded 

tags

00PN0413C00 40x13 cm

00PN0413C00E 40x13 cm
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UNIKO --
 foldable plastic mop holder with mop fixing 

clip

UNIKO - foldable plastic mop holder with 
mop fixing clip

0000TD0020AU 40x11 cm 0000TD0320AU 40x11 cm

0000TD0010AU 50x13 cm

UNIKO - plastic folding mop holder with mop 
head hook and ErgoSwing joint

UNIKO - foldable plastic mop holder with 
mop fixing clip, Uni-Connect fitting and 

cone and Lock System

0000TD0920AU 40x11 cm 0000TD1820AU 40x11 cm

Foldable plastic mop holder
CLICK SAFE - plastic foldable 

mop holder

8115U 42x9 cm 0000TP0012AU 40x11 cm

8132AB 40x11 cm

8130AB 50x13 cm

CLICK SAFE - plastic foldable mop holder with 
Uni-Connect fitting and cone and Lock System

0000TP1812AU 40x11 cm

CLICK SAFE - plastic foldable 
mop holder with ErgoSwing fitting

0000TP0912AU 40x11 cm

CLICK SAFE - plastic foldable mop holder 
with Lock System fitting

0000TP0312AU 40x11 cm
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Mop holders for pocket mop
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations
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E Low environmental 

impact products

Polyester and cotton pocket mop, polyester 
backing, looped yarn

Polyester and cotton pocket mop, polyester 
backing, looped yarn inside and cut yarn 

outside

Cotton pocket mop, polyester backing, 
looped yarn

Cotton pocket mop, polyester backing, 
looped yarn inside and cut yarn outside

0000FD2401D 40x13 cm 0000FD2402D 40x13 cm 0000FD1401D 40x13 cm 0000FD1402D 40x13 cm

8422 40x16 cm 8422/M 40x16 cm  0000FD0501D 50x16 cm 0000FD0502D 50x16 cm

8423 50x16 cm 8423/M 50x16 cm

RAPIDO - microfiber mop, polyester backing, 
looped yarn, with pockets

RAPIDO - colored microfiber mop, 
polyester backing, looped yarn, with pockets

TRIPLO - microfiber, cotton and polyester 
mop, polyester backing, loooped yarn, with 

pockets

MASTER-TUFT - cotton pocket mop, polye-
ster backing, tufting, cut outside

0000311D 40x13 cm 0000311AA 40x13 cm 0000312D 40x13 cm 00TM0401B00 40x13 cm

0000511D 50x16 cm 0000311BB 40x13 cm 0000512D 50x16 cm 00TM0501B00 50x16 cm

0000311CC 40x13 cm

0000311FF 40x13 cm

Pocket mops

DREI-TUFT - microfibre, cotton and polyester 
mop head, polyester backing, tufting, external 
cut wire, with pockets and colour-coded tag

MICRO-ACTIVA - ultra-microfiber pocket 
mop, polyester backing, 
with colour-coded tag

PULI-SCRUB - ultra-microfiber and polypropy-
lene pocket mop, polyester backing, with 

colour-coded tags

PULI-BRUSH - ultra-microfiber 
and polypropylene pocket mop, 

polyester backing, with colour-coded tags

00TM0414B00 40x13 cm 000EPN04012 40x13 cm 000EPN04011 40x13 cm 0EPN0418B00A 40x13 cm

00TM0514B00 50x16 cm 000EPN06012 50x16 cm 0EPN0418B00B 40x13 cm
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Pocket mops

ACTIVE-FUR - microfiber pocket mop with nylon 
inserts, polyester backing and colour-coded tags

SKILL-FUR - striped microfiber pocket mop with 
polyester backing and colour-coded tags

00PN0406B00 40x13 cm 00PN0413B00 40x13 cm

00PN0406B00 50x16 cm 00PN0413B00E 40x13 cm

00PN0513B00 50x16 cm

00PN0513B00E 50x16 cm

MONO-TEX - microfiber disposable pocket mop

0000PN03040 40 cm
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Foldable plastic mop holder with 
pockets and flaps

Foldable plastic mop holder for 
mops with pockets and flaps, with 
Uni-Connect fitting and cone and 

Lock System

0000TP0004AU 40x11 cm 0000TP1804A 40x11 cm

0000TP0005AU 50x13 cm

ACTIVE-FUR - microfiber mop with 
nylon inserts, polyester backing, 

pockets and flaps, colour-coded tags

SKILL-FUR - striped microfiber mop, 
polyester backing, pockets and flaps, 

with colour-coded tags

00PN0406D00 40x13 cm 00PN0413D00 40x13 cm

00PN0506D00 50x16 cm 00PN0413D00E 40x13 cm

00PN0513D00 50x16 cm

00PN0513D00E 50x16 cm

Cotton mop with pockets and flaps, polyester 
backing, looped yarn inside and cut yarn 

outside

RAPIDO - microfiber mop, polyester backing, 
looped yarn, with pockets and flaps

00FM0401D00 40x13 cm 00FC0402D00 40x13 cm

00FM0501D00 50x16 cm

MASTER-TUFT - cotton mop, polyester 
backing, tufting, cut outside, with pockets 

and flaps

DREI-TUFT- microfiber, cotton and polyester 
mop, polyester backing, tufting, cut outside, 

with pockets and flaps, colour-coded tag

00TM0401D00 40x13 cm 00TM0414D00 40x13 cm

00TM0501D00 50x16 cm 00TM0514C00 50x16 cm
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Frames for flaps/pockets mops Pocket mops with flaps
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Filmop: your green products supplier

Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations
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n
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m
E Low environmental 

impact products

Mop holder with strips 2,5 cm for strap tape 
system

Mop holder with strips 2,5 cm for strap tape 
system and with Lock System joint

Tool for 2.5 cm wide strap tape system profile 
mops with ErgoSwing joint

5263A 30 cm 5359A 40 cm 5959A 40 cm

5259A 40 cm 5360A 60 cm 5960A 60 cm

5260A 60 cm

Mop holder with strips 1,5 cm for strap 
tape system

5278A 80 cm
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Mop holder with 2,5 cm strips for strap tape 
system, with Uni-Connect fitting and cone and 

Lock System

0000TP1815A 40 cm

0000TP1816A 60 cm
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Aluminium mop holder 
with strap tape system strips

Aluminum mop holder with strips for strap 
tape system and Lock System joint

Aluminum mop holder 
with strips for strap tape system, 

with ErgoSwing joint

0000TA0030A 30 cm 0000TA0340A 40 cm 0000TA0940A 40 cm

0000TA0040A 40 cm 0000TA0360A 60 cm 0000TA0960A 60 cm
0000TA0060A 60 cm
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Aluminium mop holder with strips for 
strap tape system, with Uni-Connect 

fitting and cone and Lock System

0000TA1840A 40 cm

0000TA1860A 60 cm
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Mop holders with strap tape system
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RAPIDO SUPER EXTRA - high-performing whi-
te microfiber mop, looped yarn, with colored 

backing for strap tape system

RAPIDO SUPER EXTRA -  high-performing 
white microfiber mop for big areas, 
with backing for strap tape system

RAPIDO SUPER - high-performing white micro-
fiber mop, looped yarn, with colored backing for 

strap tape system

RAPIDO - colored microfiber mop, 
looped yarn, with colored backing 

for strap tape system

00PN0323A00DA 30x10 cm 00PN0823A00DA 80x10 cm 00PN0309A00DA 30x10 cm 0000214AA 40x10 cm
00PN0423A00DA 40x10 cm 00PN1023A00DA 100x10 cm 00PN0309A00DB 30x10 cm 0000214BB 40x10 cm
00PN0423A00DB 40x10 cm 00PN0309A00DC 30x10 cm 0000214CC 40x10 cm
00PN0423A00DC 40x10 cm 00PN0309A00DF 30x10 cm 0000214FF 40x10 cm
00PN0423A00DF 40x10 cm 00PN0409A00DA 40x10 cm
00PN0623A00DA 60x10 cm 00PN0409A00DB 40x10 cm

00PN0409A00DC 40x10 cm
00PN0409A00DF 40x10 cm
00PN0609A00DA 60x10 cm
00PN0609A00DB 60x10 cm
00PN0609A00DC 60x10 cm
00PN0609A00DF 60x10 cm

DUETTO - microfibre mop with strap tape 
system and color-coded label

MICRO-ACTIVA - ultra-microfiber mop, 
polyester backing, with strap tape system 

and colour-coded tag

PULI-SCRUB - ultra-microfiber 
and polypropylene mop with strap tape system 

and colour-coded tag

PULI-SCRUB PLUS - Ultra-Microfibre 
and Polypropylene mop with strap 

tape system and colour-coded tags, 
high absorbency

0EPN0426A00 40 cm 000EPN02012 30 cm 000EPN02011 30 cm 0EPN0425A00E 40x13 cm
000EPN03012 40 cm 000EPN03011 40 cm

000EPN03022 60 cm 000EPN03021 60 cm
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Polyester and cotton mop, cut yarn, 
with backing for strap tape system

Cotton mop, looped yarn, 
with backing for strap tape system

TRIPLO -  microfiber, cotton and polyester 
mop, looped yarn, with backing for strap 

tape system

TWIST TUFT - microfiber string twine mop, 
polyester backing, tufting, looped yarn, with 

strap tape system, colour-coded tag

5803 40x10 cm 0000204A 40x10 cm 0000264A 40x10 cm 0ETC0419A00DD 40x13 cm
5807 60x10 cm 0000205A 60x10 cm 0000265A 60x10 cm

Mops for strap tape system
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations
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n
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m
E Low environmental 

impact products

Mops for strap tape system

microfi bra; Micro-Activa

PULI-BRUSH - ultra-microfiber 
and polypropylene mop, polyester 

backing, strap tape system and 
colour-coded tag

SMART-FUR -  bordered microfiber mop 
with backing for strap tape system 

and colour-coded tags

ACTIVE-FUR - bordered microfiber mop 
with nylon inserts, backing for strap tape 

system and colour-coded tags

SKILL-FUR - striped bordered microfiber mop, 
backing for strap tape system 

and colour-coded tags

0EPN0418A00A 40 cm 00PN0403H00 40 cm 00PN0406H00 40 cm 00PN0413H00 40 cm

0EPN0418A00B 40 cm 00PN0403H00E 40 cm 00PN0606H00 60 cm 00PN0413H00E 40 cm

00PN0603H00 60 cm 00PN0613H00 60 cm
00PN0603H00E 60 cm 00PN0613H00E 60 cm
00PN0803H00 80 cm

00PN0803H00E 80 cm
00PN1003H00 100 cm

00PN1003H00E 100 cm

MONO-TEX - microfiber disposable 
mop, for strap tape system

0000PN02040 42x14 cm
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GLOBO PULI-SCRUB ultra-microfibre and 
polypropylene mop with polyester backing, 

micro flaps and colour-coded tags

GLOBO PULI-BRUSH ultra-microfibre and 
polypropylene mop with polyester backing, 

micro flaps and colour-coded tags

GLOBO ACTIVE-FUR microfibre mop with 
nylon inserts, polyester backing, micro 

flaps and colour-coded tags

GLOBO SKILL-FUR microfibre mop with stripes, 
polyester backing, micro flaps and colour-coded 

tags

0EPN0412K00 40x13 cm 0EPN0418K00A 40x13 cm 00PN0406K00 40x13 cm 00PN0413K00 40x13 cm

0EPN0418K00B 40x13 cm 00PN0413K00E 40x13 cm

GLOBO COTTON cotton mop with polyester 
backing, looped yarn inside, cut yarn outside, 

with micro flaps

GLOBO TRIPLO mop, microfibre, cotton and 
polyester, polyester backing, looped yarn, with 

micro flaps and colour-coded tags

GLOBO RAPIDO microfibre mop with 
polyester backing, looped yarn, micro 

flaps and color-coded tags

Panno GLOBO MICRO-ACTIVA
 in ultra-microfibre mop with polyester 
backing, micro flaps and color-coded 

tags

00FM0401K00 40x13 cm 00FC0417K00 40x13 cm 00FC0402K00 40x13 cm 0EPN0404K00 40x13 cm

Globo mop holders
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GLOBO mop holder- foldable 
plastic mop holder

GLOBO mop holder- foldable plastic mop 
holder with Lock System joint

GLOBO
 mop holder- foldable plastic 

mop holder with ErgoSwing joint

GLOBO mop holder - foldable plastic mop 
holder with Uni-Connect fitting 

and cone and Lock System

0000TP0009AU 40x11 cm 0000TP0309AU 40x11 cm 0000TP0909AU 40x11 cm 0000TP1809AU 40x11 cm
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations
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E Low environmental 

impact products

DUO FACE WASH BASIC / SAFE
- microfiber double-faced mop, wet mopping/

wet mopping on non-slip floors

DUO FACE WASH BRUSH
- ultra-microfiber double-faced mop, 

non-slip wet mopping

DUO FACE WASH BASIC / BRUSH
- ultra-microfiber double-faced mop, 

wet mopping/non-slip

DUO FACE WASH BASIC / DRY BARRIER
- microfiber double-faced mop, 

wet mopping/dry, with waterproof barrier

00PD04L0L10AA 46x19,5 cm 0EPD04L5L50AA 46x19,5 cm 0EPD04L0L50AA 46x19,5 cm 00PD04L0A01AA 46x19,5 cm

00PD04L0L10AB 46x19,5 cm 0EPD04L5L50BB 46x19,5 cm 0EPD04L0L50AB 46x19,5 cm 00PD04L0A01AB 46x19,5 cm
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DUO FACE WASH BASIC
- ultra-microfibre double-faced mop,

 floor wet mopping

DUO FACE WASH SAFE
- microfiber double-faced mop, 
wet mopping on non-slip floors

DUO FACE DUST
- ultra-microfiber double-faced mop, 

dry dusting

DUO FACE WASH BASIC / SCRUBLY
- microfiber double-faced mop, 

wet mopping / scrubbing action

0EPD04L0L00AA 46x19,5 cm 00PD04L1L10AA 46x19,5 cm 00PD04S0S00EE 46x19,5 cm 00PD04L0L30AF 46x19,5 cm

0EPD04L0L00AB 46x19,5 cm 00PD04L0L30BF 46x19,5 cm

0EPD04L0L00BB 46x19,5 cm

0EPD04L0L00CC 46x19,5 cm

0EPD04L0L00FF 46x19,5 cm

Duo Face mop holders
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DUO FACE
- reversible plastic mop holder with Lock 

System

0000TP0303U 40x10,5 cm
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Unilav Side Grip

UNILAV SIDE GRIP - 
- disinfection tool with refilling 

bottle 650 ml and Duo Face 
mop holder

UNILAV SIDE GRIP - 
- flat mop with 650ml bottle and 

holder with strap tapes

Kit DROP - tank handle 500 ml with 
aluminium mop holder 40 cm with 

strips for strap tape system, bordered 
Skill-Fur microfiber mop and dosing 

jug

0000TD0120A 0000TD0151A 40 cm 0002TD0652A 40 cm

0000TD0151U 40 cm

0000TD0161A 60 cm

Kit ERGODROP - 
- tank handle 500 ml with aluminium 

mop holder 40 cm with strips for strap 
tape system with ErgoSwing fitting, 

bordered Skill-Fur microfiber mop and 
dosing jug

UNILAV SIDE GRIP
- disinfection tool with refilling 
bottle 650 ml and cloth holder 
with Microplast strips 40 cm

UNILAV SIDE GRIP - disinfection tool 
with refilling bottle 650 ml and cloth 
holder with rubber lamellas 40 cm

0002TD0552A 40 cm 0000TD0145A 40 cm 0000TD0130A 40 cm
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations
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impact products

Supports and window washers

Spillo-Snake hand dusters

VELLO - Polyester short yarn window washer 
replacement

VELLO - Acrylic long yarn window washer 
replacement

VELLO - Polyester short yarn window washer 
replacement with abrasive pad

VELLO - Acrylic long yarn window washer 
replacement with abrasive pad

9105 25 cm 9505 25 cm 9135 25 cm 9535 25 cm

9106 35 cm 9506 35 cm 9136 35 cm 9536 35 cm

9107 45 cm 9507 45 cm 9137 45 cm 9537 45 cm

 Acrylic sleeve for hand dusters 
SPILLO and SNAKE

Microfiber sleeve 
for SPILLO and SNAKE hand dusters, 

1 side long yarn_1 side short yarn

Microfiber short sleeve for hand dusters 
SPILLO e SNAKE

1084A 40 cm 1086 40 cm 1085 40 cm

2084A 60 cm 2086 60 cm 1085A 40 cm

2085 60 cm

2085A 60 cm
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DUAL-T - ultra-microfiber multipurpose 
cloth with scrubbing edge

MULTI-T - ultra-microfiber 
multipurpose cloth

MULTI-T LIGHT - ultra-microfiber 
multipurpose cloth

TCH104010 40x40 cm TCH101010 40x40 cm TCH101510 38x38 cm

TCH104020 40x40 cm TCH101020 40x40 cm TCH101520 38x38 cm

TCH104030 40x40 cm TCH101030 40x40 cm TCH101530 38x38 cm

TCH104040 40x40 cm TCH101040 40x40 cm TCH101540 38x38 cm

SILKY-T - ultra-microfiber 
multipurpose cloth

TCH101210 30x40 cm

TCH101220 30x40 cm

TCH101230 30x40 cm

TCH101240 30x40 cm

POWER-T - non-woven 
ultra-microfiber cloth

TCH201010 40x40 cm

TCH201020 40x40 cm

TCH201030 40x40 cm

TCH201040 40x40 cm

GLASS-T - ultra-microfiber
wiping cloth

TCH103020 40x40 cm

FAST-T - microfiber cloth 
<for floor washing

TCH120020 60x40 cm

TCH120029 60x40 cm

PROFI-T - non-woven 
ultra-microfiber cloth

TCH102020 38x40 cm

TCH102029 38x40 cm

MULTI-T MAXI - ultra-microfiber 
multipurpose cloth

TCH101120 50x60 cm

TCH101129 50x60 cm

GLAZY-T - non-woven 
ultra-microfiber cloth

TCH201120 40x50 cm

Multipurpose cloths
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ECO MULTI-T - multipurpose 
ultra-microfibre cloth

TCE101010 40x40 cm
TCE101020 40x40 cm
TCE101030 40x40 cm
TCE101040 40x40 cm
TCE101019 40x40 cm
TCE101029 40x40 cm
TCE101039 40x40 cm
TCE101049 40x40 cm
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations

C
o

n
For

m
E Low environmental 

impact products

Gloves

Ultra-microfiber mitten 
for dusting/washing, with 

color-coded tags

Ultra-microfiber mitten for glas-
ses, with color-coded tags

8593 14x26 cm 8594 14x26 cm
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Easy Wash

ENERGY-FUR - white microfiber mop with blue 
stripes and abrasive, TNT backing, with flaps for 

Easy Wash system and colour-coded tags

00PN0311N00 35x15 cm

Components for Prisma bucket

microfi bra; Micro-Activa

MICRO-ACTIVA - ultra-microfiber mop with 
backing for strap tape system

000EPN01010 25x10 cm

Components for Brilliant system

Ultra-microfiber mop head 
with backing for strap tape system

0000PN02016 30x11 cm

0000PN03016 40x11 cm
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MASTER LUX - plastic bucket 16 L 
with handle and sieve

2080A 36x27x35 cm

2080B 36x27x35 cm

2080C 36x27x35 cm

2080F 36x27x35 cm

GEMINI - plastic bucket 15 L 
with 2 compartments, 2 hand-

les and sieve

2060A 42x28x33 cm

2060B 42x28x33 cm

 

DUO PRO SYSTEM - 25l mop bucket with red 
handle complete with Duo Pro lever-operated 

wringer

0020SE1725UB con ruote 56x30,5x70,5 cm

0020SE0725UB senza ruote 56x30,5x63,5 cm
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Buckets
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ONEFRED -  plastic trolley with plastic grip, 
tray, broom holder and Boost wringer

ONEFRED - plastic trolley with plastic 
grip and Boost wringer

ONEFRED - plastic trolley with coated push-bar 
and Boost wringer

ONEFRED - plastic trolley 
with plastic handle, caddy and mop holder

0071LF0031YU 2x15 lt 53x65x87 cm 0071LF0030YU  2x15 lt 39x65x87 cm 0071LF1030YU  2x15 lt 80x41x84 cm 0000LF0031YU 2x15 lt 53x65x87 cm

0071LF0051YU  2x25 lt 53x73x87 cm 0071LF0050YU 2x25 lt 40x73x87 cm 0071LF1050YU 2x25 lt 82x41x84 cm 0000LF0051YU 2x25 lt 53x73x87 cm

ONEFRED -  plastic trolley 
with plastic grip

ONEFRED - plastic trolley 
with coated push-bar

0000LF0030YU  2x15 lt 65x39x87 cm 0000LF1030YU  2x15 lt 80x41x84 cm

0000LF0050YU  2x15 lt 73x40x87 cm 0000LF1050YU  2x15 lt 82x41x84 cm

FRED -  plastic trolley with coated push-bar FRED - plastic trolley with plastic grip

7960A 2x15 lt 87x41x90 cm 7960A/P 2x15 lt 65x41x88 cm

7965A 2x15 lt 87x42x90 cm 7965A/P 2x15 lt 69x42x93 cm

FRED - plastic trolley 
with plastic grip and basket

FRED -plastic trolley 
with plastic grip and bag holder

03007960A/P 2x15 lt 65x50x88 cm 04007960A/P 2x15 lt 65x50x88 cm

03007965A/P  2x15 lt 69x51x93 cm 04007965A/P 2x15 lt 69x51x93 cm

OneFred trolleys

Fred trolleys
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations

C
o

n
For

m
E Low environmental 

impact products

ORION - plastic trolley 15 lt

7961A 15 lt 53x42x90 cm

7962A  25 lt 62x42x90 cm

ORION - plastic trolley 15 lt

7961A/P 15 lt 53x42x93 cm

7961A/I 25 lt 62x42x90 cm

ORION - plastic trolley 15 lt

7961A/I 15 lt 62x42x90 cm

7961A/I 25 lt 62x42x90 cm

Orion trolleys

Vega trolleys

VEGA LP0302 - plastic trolley 28 lt VEGA LP0304 - plastic trolley 28 lt VEGA LP0308 - plastic trolley 25 lt VEGA LP0305 - plastic trolley 28 lt

0000LP0302A 71x42x90 cm 0000LP0304A 80x42x90 cm 0000LP0308A 71x42x90 cm 0000LP0305A 71x42x112 cm

VEGA LP0309  - plastic trolley 25 lt VEGA LP0307 - plastic trolley 25 lt VEGA 22LP0303 - plastic trolley 28 lt VEGA LP0303 - plastic trolley 28 lt

0000LP0309A 62x42x112 cm 0000LP0307A 71x42x112 cm 0022LP0303A 80x42x112 cm 0000LP0303A 80x42x112 cm
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations

C
o

n
For

m
E Low environmental 

impact products

Vega and Arka Top-Down® trolleys

VEGA TOP-DOWN® - plastic
trolley

VEGA TOP-DOWN® - plastic
trolley

ARKA TOP-DOWN® MIDI- plastic
trolley

ARKA TOP-DOWN® MAXI- plastic
trolley

0000LP0321A2 88x59x112 cm 0000LP0322A2 90x59x112 cm 0000LP1211A2 99x59x111 cm 0000LP1221A2 120x59x111 cm

PRISMA - plastic bucket 28 L with 
double handle

PRISMA - plastic bucket 28 L 
with double handle and wheels

PRISMA - plastic bucket 28 L with 
double handle and 2 rectangular 

plastic baskets 6 L

PRISMA - plastic bucket 28 L with 
double handle, 2 rectangular plastic 

baskets 6 L and sieve

0000SE0628U 57,5x38x27 cm 0000SE1628U 57,5x38x34 cm 0010SE0628U 57,5x38x28,5 cm 0020SE0628U 57,5x38x35 cm

 

Prisma buckets

Top-Down® buckets complete

TOP-DOWN® - 8 lt plastic bucket with plastic 
handle and hermetic cover

TOP-DOWN® - 10 lt - plastic bucket with 
plastic handle and hermetic cover

TOP-DOWN® - 14 lt plastic bucket with plastic 
handle and hermetic cover

TOP-DOWN® - 20 lt - plastic bucket with 
plastic handle and hermetic cover

0000SE1308A 36x17x23 cm 0000SE1310A 55x24x19 cm 0000SE1314A 77x20x18 cm 0000SE1322A 55x24x27 cm

0000SE1308B 36x17x23 cm 0000SE1310B 55x24x19 cm 0000SE1314B 77x20x18 cm 0000SE1322B 55x24x27 cm

0000SE1308C 36x17x23 cm 0000SE1314FT 77x20x18 cm 0000SE1322U 55x24x27 cm
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Plastic bucket 8 L with plastic handle Plastic bucket 10 L with plastic handle Plastic bucket 14 L with plastic handle Plastic bucket 20 L with plastic handle

0000SE1208A 36x17x23 cm 0000SE1210A 55x24x19 cm 0000SE1214A 77x20x18 cm 0000SE1222A 55x24x27 cm
0000SE1208B 36x17x23 cm 0000SE1210B 55x24x19 cm 0000SE1214B 77x20x18 cm 0000SE1222B 55x24x27 cm
0000SE1208C 36x17x23 cm 0000SE1214FT 77x20x18cm 0000SE1222U 55x24x27 cm

Buckets

Plastic bucket 25 L with plastic handle Grey plastic 25l mop bucket with coloured 
plastic handle for OneFred

Plastic bucket 15 L with plastic handle Grey plastic 15l mop bucket with coloured 
plastic handle for OneFred

8107A 36,2x32,4x31,7 cm 0000SE0125UA 36,8x40,5x32,3 cm 8108A 34x33,5x28,3 cm 0000SE0115UA 32,5x32,7x32 cm

8107B 36,2x32,4x31,7 cm 0000SE0125UB 36,8x40,5x32,3 cm 8108B 34x33,5x28,3 cm 0000SE0115UB 32,5x32,7x32 cm

8108C 34x33,5x28,3 cm

Plastic bucket 12 L with plastic handle Plastic bucket 8 L with plastic 
handle on the edge

Plastic bucket 6 L with plastic handle Grey plastic bucket 6 L with coloured 
short plastic handle

8211/1A 27,7x32,5x26 cm 0000SE0108A 16x33x23,5 cm 8218A 20,8x26x21,5 cm 0000SE0106U 21x26x23,5 cm

8211/1B 27,7x32,5x26 cm 0000SE0108B 16x33x23,5 cm 8218B 20,8x26x21,5 cm 0000SE0106UA 21x26x23,5 cm

0000SE0108C 16x33x23,5 cm 8218C 20,8x26x21,5 cm 0000SE0106UB 21x26x23,5 cm

8218F 20,8x26x21,5 cm 0000SE0106UC 21x26x23,5 cm

0000SE0106UF 21x26x23,5 cm
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations

C
o

n
For

m
E Low environmental 

impact products

Plastic bucket 28 L 
with plastic handle

0000SE1428A 32x52x27 cm

0000SE1428B 32x52x27 cm

Plastic bucket 4 L with plastic handle Grey plastic bucket 4 L with coloured plastic 
handle on the edge

Plastic bucket 28 L with 2 plastic handles 
and removable divider

0000SE0104A 17x25,5x19,5 cm 0000SE0204U 16,5x21x22,5 cm 0000SE1128B 32,5x44,5x31,5 cm

0000SE0104B 17x25,5x19,5 cm 0000SE0204UA 16,5x21x22,5 cm
0000SE0104C 17x25,5x19,5 cm 0000SE0204UB 16,5x21x22,5 cm
0000SE0104F 17x25,5x19,5 cm 0000SE0204UC 16,5x21x22,5 cm

0000SE0204UF 16,5x21x22,5 cm

ALPHA 0101003
 - plastic trolley

ALPHA 1100
 - plastic trolley

MA0101003U000 75x58x102 cm 0000MA1100U00 75x58x102 cm

ALPHA 1101
- plastic trolley

ALPHA 2101
- plastic trolley

0000MA1101U00 75x58x111 cm 0000MA2101U00 126x58x102 cm

ALPHA 0001003
 - plastic trolley

ALPHA 2103-14
 - plastic trolley

ALPHA 4101
- plastic trolley

ALPHA 5101
 - plastic trolley

MA0001003U000 55x55x101 cm 0000MA2103U14 81x55x101 cm 0000MA4101U00 92x58x111 cm 0000MA5101U00 92x58x114 cm

Buckets

Collection and storage

Product partially made of 
plastic components certified 
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ALPHA 5113-01
- plastic trolley

ALPHA 6105
- plastic trolley

0000MA5113U01 104x55x101 cm 0000MA6105U00 133x58x102 cm

ALPHASPLIT 0001101
- plastic trolley

MA0001101U000 58x54x104 cm

ALPHA 3301000 
 - plastic trolley

MA3301000U000 97x58x110 cm

ALPHA 0003002
- wheeled cabinet

MA0003002U003 55x55x107 cm

ALPHA 380100
- plastic trolley

MA3801000U001 124x58x110 cm

ALPHA 0301002
 - plastic trolley

MA0301002U000 58x81x102 cm

ALPHA 3803003
- wheeled cabinet

MA3803003U000 98x58x115 cm

ALPHA 8100
- plastic trolley

2000MA8100U00 98x58x102 cm

ALPHA 0603019
- wheeled cabinet

MA0603019U000 146x58x107 cm

3x

Collection and storage
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations
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impact products

ALPHA 1104 
  -  plastic trolley

0000MA1104U00 97x68x111 cm

ALPHA 1104 
-  plastic trolley with Boost

0071MA1104U00 97x68x111 cm

ALPHA 1105 
 -  plastic trolley

0000MA1105U00 97x58x111 cm

ALPHA 0101406
 - plastic trolley

MA0101406U000 83x56x111 cm

ALPHA 0001000
 -  plastic trolley

MA0001000U000 55x55x102 cm

OneFred

NON INCLUSO

ALPHA 4103
 -  plastic trolley

0000MA4103U00 92x68x111 cm

ALPHA 4103
 -  plastic trolley with Boost

0071MA4103U00 92x68x111 cm

ALPHA 5107
-  plastic trolley with Boost

0071MA5107U00 133x68x120 cm

ALPHA 0401405
- plastic trolley

MA0401405U000 95x56x111 cm

ALPHA 0401402
-  plastic trolley

MA0401402U000 102x68x111 cm

ALPHA 5107
-   plastic trolley

0000MA5107U00 133x68x120 cm

ALPHA 5108-18
- plastic trolley

0000MA5108U18 133x68x114 cm
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ALPHA 3601400
- plastic trolley with Boost

MA3601400U060 133x68x110 cm

ALPHA 4601400
 - plastic trolley with Boost

MA4601400U060 133x68x110 cm

ALPHA 4601400
- plastic trolley with Boost

MR0601400U060 153x68x114 cm

ALPHA 7101 
- plastic trolley with Boost

0071MA7101U00 98x68x111 cm

ALPHA 6103
 - plastic trolley

0000MA6103U00 133x68x114 cm

ALPHA 5601416
- plastic trolley with Boost

MA5601416U003 133x68x114 cm

ALPHA 6103
 - plastic trolley with Boost

0071MA6103U00 133x68x114 cm

ALPHA 5108-18
- plastic trolley with Boost

0071MA5108U18 133x68x114 cm

ALPHA 0401405
-plastic trolley

MA0401405U000 95x56x111 cm

ALPHA 0201000
- plastic trolley

MA0201000U000 97x58x114 cm

OneFred

NON INCLUSO

Dimensioni carrello completo con OneFred 160x65x114 cm

ALPHA 5110
- plastic trolley

0000MA5110U00 133x69x114 cm

Washing
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations
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For

m
E Low environmental 

impact products

ALPHA 8104 
 - plastic trolley with Boost

0071MA8104U00 139x68x114 cm

ALPHA 3801400
- plastic trolley with Boost

MA3801400U030 139x68x110 cm

ALPHA 0701450
- plastic trolley with Boost

MA0701450U011 108x68x111 cm

ALPHA 0701404
- plastic trolley

MA0701404U000 106x56x111 cm

ALPHA 0701404
- plastic trolley

1000MA8104U00 139x68x114 cm

ALPHA MR3801400
- plastic trolley with Boost

MR3801400U030 155x68x110 cm

ALPHA 5801408
- plastic trolley with Boost

MA5801408U003 139x68x111

ALPHA 3801500
- plastic trolley with Boost

MA3801500U030 139x68x110 cm

ALPHA 4801400
- plastic trolley with Boost

MA4801400U030 139x68x110

ALPHASPLIT 0801114
- plastic trolley

MA0801114U000 98x58x114 cm

OneFred

NON INCLUSO

ALPHA 0801407
 - plastic trolley

MA0801407U000 145x56x114 cm

ALPHA 1670
 - plastic trolley

0000MA1670U00 78x58x111 cm
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ALPHA 1673
- plastic trolley

0000MA1673U00 107x58x111 cm

ALPHA 0406700
- plastic trolley

MA0406700U000 92x58x115 cm

ALPHA 2672
 - plastic trolley

0000MA2672U00 118x58x114 cm

ALPHA 5671
- plastic trolley

0000MA5671U00 118x58x114 cm

ALPHA 0506702
- plastic trolley

with Click Safe system
MA0506702U027 118x58x114 cm

ALPHA 2606701
- plastic trolley

MA2606701U000 118x58x110 cm

ALPHA 0506711
- plastic trolley

MA0506711U000 123x65x118 cm

ALPHA 3306700
- plastic trolley

MA3306700U000 118x58x110 cm

ALPHA 0306702
- plastic trolley

 121x58x114 cm

Equodose®

NON INCLUSO

ALPHA MR3606701
- plastic trolley with Link-Up system

MR3606701U000 146x58x112 cm

ALPHA 6670
- plastic trolley

0000MA6670U00 118x58x114 cm

ALPHA 3606718
- plastic trolley

MA3606718U000 123x65x118 cm

Soaking
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Plastic Second Life 
Certification

Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations

C
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For

m
E Low environmental 

impact products

ALPHASPLIT 0706800
- plastic trolley

MA0706800U000 84x58x11 cm

ALPHASPLIT 0706804
- plastic trolley

MA0706804U000 94x58x120 cm

ALPHASPLIT 0706806
 - plastic trolley

MA0706806UD00 118x58x120 cm

Equodose®

NON INCLUSO

ALPHASPLIT 0706855
- plastic trolley

MA0706855UD00 94x58x120 cm

Equodose®

NON INCLUSO

ALPHA 3806701
 - plastic trolley

MA3806701U002 120x58x110 cm

ALPHA 8670
- plastic trolley

3000MA8670U00 127x58x114 cm

ALPHASPLIT 0806803
- plastic trolley

MA0806803U000 120x58x114 cm

ALPHA 3806780 - plastic trolley 
with Click Safe system

MA3806780U000 137x58x110 cm

ALPHA MR0806703
- plastic trolley with Link-Up system

MR0806703U000 146x58x117 cm

Soaking
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ALPHA 5806703
 - plastic trolley

MA5806703U000 127x58x114 cm

ALPHA 0806708
- plastic trolley

MA0806708U000 127x58x114 cm

ALPHASPLIT 0806819
- plastic trolley

MA0806819U000 125x65x118 cm

ALPHA 3806719
- plastic trolley

MA3806719U000 125x65x118 cm

ALPHASPLIT 3806809
 - plastic trolley

MA3806809UD00 138x58x120 cm

Equodose®

NON INCLUSO

ALPHA 0806732
- plastic trolley with Click Safe

MA0806732UD00 141x58x120 cm

Equodose®

NON INCLUSO

ALPHA 3806781
- plastic trolley with Click Safe

MA3806781UD00 157x58x110 cm

Equodose®

NON INCLUSO

ALPHA 5806709
- plastic trolley

MA5806709UD00 138x58x120 cm

Equodose®

NON INCLUSO

ALPHA 3806710
- plastic trolley

MA3806710UD00 136x58x110 cm

Equodose®

NON INCLUSO

ALPHASPLIT MR3806814
- carrello in plastica

MR3806814UD00 146x58x117 cm

Equodose®

NON INCLUSO

ALPHA 3806710
- plastic trolley

MA3806711UD00 153x58x110 cm

Equodose®

NON INCLUSO

Soaking
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Eco-friendly 
Product

EU Ecolabel 
certification

Complies with the European GPP Guidelines on the use of 
environmentally friendly products in public administrations
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 Metal Free

ALPHA METAL FREE 0236704
 - plastic trolley

ALPHA METAL FREE 3336700
 - plastic trolley

MX0236704U000 85x58x112 cm MX3336700U007 118x58x110 cm
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Collection and storage line

MORGAN 1000
 - plastic trolley

MORGAN 2050
- plastic trolley

MORGAN 3000
 - plastic trolley

MORGAN 1040
 - plastic trolley

0000MP1000A 96x61x109 cm 0000MP2050A 96x61x104 cm 0000MP3000A 110x61x107 cm 0000MP1040A 129x67x113 cm

MORGAN 1050
 - plastic trolley

MORGAN 1060
- plastic trolley

MORGAN 2010
 - plastic trolley

0000MP1050A 96x67x113 cm 0000MP1060A 106x67x113 cm 0000MP2010A 129x67x113 cm

MORGAN 2150
 - plastic trolley

0000MP2150A 96x61x113 cm

Equodose®

NON INCLUSO

Dimensioni carrello completo con OneFred 148 x65x113 cm
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MORGAN TOP-DOWN® MIDI 8010
 - plastic trolley

MORGAN TOP-DOWN® MAXI 8020
 - plastic trolley

MORGAN TOP-DOWN® MIDI 7010
- plastic trolley

MORGAN TOP-DOWN® MAXI 7020
- plastic trolley

0000MP8010A 116x62x116 cm 0000MP8020A 127x62x115 cm 0000MP7010A 115x61x116 cm 0000MP7020A 127x61x115 cm

MORGAN 3010
 - plastic trolley

0000MP3010A 139x67x107 cm

Wet mopping line

MORGAN 3080
- plastic trolley

MORGAN 4010
- plastic trolley

0000MP3080A 110x67x109 cm 0000MP4010A 139x67x107 cm

MORGAN 3060
- plastic trolley

0000MP3060A 139x63x107 cm

Top-Down® Line
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ALPHA A-B PLUS 0503700
 - plastic anti-bacterial trolley

ALPHA A-B PLUS 0603700
 - plastic anti-bacterial trolley

ALPHA A-B PLUS 0603706
- antibacterial plastic trolley 

with Click Safe system

MZ0503700Z900 118x66x112 cm MZ0603700Z900 118x66x112 cm MZ0603706Z901 118x66x112 cm

ALPHA A-B PLUS 0803705
- antibacterial plastic trolley 

with Click Safe system

MZ0803705Z901 120x66x112 cm

 

Mop A-B PLUS anti-bacterial 
ultra-microfiber pocket mop

0000PN04012EZ 40x13 cm

Aluminium mop holder and anti-bacterial 
plastic components with strips for strap tape 

system and Lock System fitting

0000TA0340FZ 40 cm

Alpha A-B PLUS trolleys

A-B PLUS related products

ALPHA A-B PLUS 3803702
 - plastic anti-bacterial trolley

MZ3803702Z900 120x66x110 cm

CLICK SAFE
 -  plastic foldable mop holder 

with Lock System fitting

0000TP0312U 40x11 cm

UNIKO - foldable anti-bacterial 
plastic mop holder with mop fixing 

clip and Lock System

0000TD0320FZ 40x11 cm

ALPHA A-B PLUS 0803701
 - plastic anti-bacterial trolley

MZ0803701Z900 120x66x112 cm

 A-B PLUS - anti-bacterial ultra-microfiber mop 
with strap tape system and colour-coded tag

0000PN03012EZ 40 cm
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MULTI-T A-B PLUS - anti-bacterial 
ultra-microfiber multipurpose cloth

TCH101410 40x40 cm

TCH101420 40x40 cm

TCH101430 40x40 cm

TCH101440 40x40 cm
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ATLAXPRESS- white plastic bin 
with cover and pedal

0000CO8050D 25 lt 40,5x37x57 cm

Atlax bins

ATLAXFLIP - white plastic bin 
with swing lid 

0000CO7050D 25 lt 39x31,5x67 cm

ATLAXFLIPECO - gray plastic bin 
with swing lid

0000CO7050U1 25 lt 39x31,5x67 cm

ATLAXFIT - white plastic bin with shaped lid for separate 
waste collection

0000CO7150DL1 inserto per carta 25 lt 39x31,5x61 cm

0000CO7150DC1 inserto per carta 25 lt 39x31,5x61 cm

0000CO7250DB1
inserto per 

vetro/plastica/metallo 25 lt 39x31,5x61 cm

0000CO7250DC1
inserto per 

vetro/plastica/metallo 25 lt 39x31,5x61 cm

0000CO7250DF3
inserto per 

vetro/plastica/metallo 25 lt 39x31,5x61 cm

0000CO7350DU
inserto per 

indifferenziato 25 lt 39x31,5x61 cm

0000CO7450DG1 inserto per organico 25 lt 39x31,5x61 cm

0000CO7450DU inserto per organico 25 lt 39x31,5x61 cm

 

PATTY - plastic white bin with coloured swing cover PATTY - plastic white bin with coloured swing cover

8369 25 lt 27x33x52 cm 8162 12 lt 20x25x40 cm

8369A 25 lt 27x33x52 cm 8162A 12 lt 20x25x40 cm
8369B 25 lt 27x33x52 cm 8162B 12 lt 20x25x40 cm

8369C 25 lt 27x33x52 cm 8162C 12 lt 20x25x40 cm
8369E 25 lt 27x33x52 cm 8162E 12 lt 20x25x40 cm
8369F 25 lt 27x33x52 cm 8162F 12 lt 20x25x40 cm
8369G 25 lt 27x33x52 cm 8162G 12 lt 20x25x40 cm

8169 25 lt 27x33x52 cm
8169A 25 lt 27x33x52 cm
8169B 25 lt 27x33x52 cm
8169C 25 lt 27x33x52 cm
8169E 25 lt 27x33x52 cm
8169F 25 lt 27x33x52 cm
8169G 25 lt 27x33x52 cm

 

PATTY - plastic white bin with cover and pedal

8169/2 25 lt 28x34x47 cm

8169/2A 25 lt 28x34x47 cm
8169/2B 25 lt 28x34x47 cm

8169/2C 25 lt 28x34x47 cm
8169/2F 25 lt 28x34x47 cm

Patty bins
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Sirius bins

  

SIRIUS - plastic white bin with pedal, bag 
stretcher and coloured cover

SIRIUS - plastic white bin with divider, pedal, 
bag stretcher and coloured cover

SIRIUS - plastic white bin with triple divider, pedal, 
bag stretcher and coloured cover

0000CO3030D 30 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3130D 2x15 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3230D 15 lt + 2x8 lt 51x37x47 cm

0000CO3031D 30 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3131D 2x15 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3231D 15 lt + 2x8 lt 51x37x47 cm
0000CO3032D 30 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3132D 2x15 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3232D 15 lt + 2x8 lt 51x37x47 cm

0000CO3033D 30 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3133D 2x15 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3233D 15 lt + 2x8 lt 51x37x47 cm
0000CO3034D 30 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3134D 2x15 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3234D 15 lt + 2x8 lt 51x37x47 cm
0000CO3035D 30 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3135D 2x15 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3235D 15 lt + 2x8 lt 51x37x47 cm
0000CO3036D 30 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3136D 2x15 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3236D 15 lt + 2x8 lt 51x37x47 cm
0000CO3037D 30 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3137D 2x15 lt 51x37x47 cm 0000CO3237D 15 lt + 2x8 lt 51x37x47 cm
0000CO3060D 60 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3160D 2x30 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3260D 30 lt + 2x15  lt 51x37x67 cm

0000CO3061D 60 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3161D 2x30 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3261D 30 lt + 2x15  lt 51x37x67 cm
0000CO3062D 60 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3162D 2x30 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3262D 30 lt + 2x15  lt 51x37x67 cm
0000CO3063D 60 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3163D 2x30 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3263D 30 lt + 2x15  lt 51x37x67 cm
0000CO3064D 30 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3164D 2x30 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3264D 30 lt + 2x15  lt 51x37x67 cm
0000CO3065D 60 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3165D 2x30 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3265D 30 lt + 2x15  lt 51x37x67 cm
0000CO3066D 60 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3166D 2x30 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3266D 30 lt + 2x15  lt 51x37x67 cm
0000CO3067D 60 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3167D 2x30 lt 51x37x67 cm 0000CO3267D 30 lt + 2x15  lt 51x37x67 cm

SALLY - plastic bin with cover 
and pedal

0000CO1017D 17 lt 20x42x46 cm

0000CO1023D 23 lt 20x42x59 cm

Sally bins

PICK-UP - plastic bin 45 L without wheels, complete 
with cover and screen printed plastic plate

3667A con disegno “carta” 31,5x51x30 cm
3667B con disegno “metallo” 31,5x51x30 cm
3667C con disegno “plastica” 31,5x51x30 cm
3667E con disegno “altri rifiuti” 31,5x51x30 cm
3667F con disegno “vetro” 31.5x51x30 cm
3667G con disegno “rifiuti organici” 31,5x51x30 cm

Pick-Up bins
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DOMINO - plastic bin 25 
L with 2 small oval plastic 

containers and plates

DOMINO - plastic bin 25 L with 1 
small oval plastic container and 1 

rectangular plastic container

10300   24,5x46x36 cm 10305 24,5x46x36 cm

Domino bins
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POLARIS  - beige plastic bin 90 L with 
pedal, push-bar, wheels Ø 100 mm and 

coloured cover

POLARIS - beige plastic bin 90 L with bag hol-
der 2x45 L, pedal, push-bar, wheels ø 100 mm 

and coloured cover

0000CO2090I 49x52x93 cm 0000CO2190I 49x52x93 cm

0000CO2091I 49x52x93 cm 0000CO2191I 49x52x93 cm

0000CO2092I 49x52x93 cm 0000CO2192I 49x52x93 cm

0000CO2093I 49x52x93 cm 0000CO2193I 49x52x93 cm

0000CO2094I 49x52x93 cm 0000CO2194I 49x52x93 cm

Con sovrapprezzo disponibile in confezione singola - Per ordinare 
il contenitore singolo è sufficiente anteporre al codice standard il 
prefisso 0001. Es: 0001CO2090I 
- Misure consigliate per il sacco: 80x110 cm

Con sovrapprezzo disponibile in confezione singola - Per ordinare
il contenitore singolo è sufficiente anteporre al codice standard il prefisso 
0001. 
Es: 0001CO2190I - Misure consigliate per i sacchi 70x110 cm

OYSTER - wall mounted plastic bin 50 L with pedal and cover

0000CO5050D con tutti i componenti bianchi 50 lt 39x53,5x81 cm

0000CO5050U con tutti i componenti grigi 50 lt 39x53,5x81 cm

0000CO5050DUD bianco, con pedale grigio 50 lt 39x53,5x81 cm

0000CO5050DUA
bianco, con pedale grigio 

e coperchio blu
50 lt 39x53,5x81 cm

0000CO5050DUB
bianco, con pedale grigio 

e coperchio rosso
50 lt 39x53,5x8z1 cm

0000CO5050DUC
bianco, con pedale grigio 

e coperchio giallo
50 lt 39x53,5x81 cm

0000CO5050DUF
bianco, con pedale grigio 

e coperchio verde 50 lt 39x53,5x81 cm

0000CO5050DUU
bianco, con pedale 
e coperchio grigi

50 lt 39x53,5x81 cm

Misure consigliate per il sacco: 70x110 cm

Oyster bins
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Polaris Delux bins Polaris bins

Plastic bin 12 L with metal handle and 
cover with locking key

contanire suggested for the sepa-
rate waste collection and organic 

waste collection.
0000CO2012U 12 lt 26x21x36 cm 8145G 12 lt 27x22x30,5 cm

Thanks to its locking key, it is possible to transport chemical

and/or toxic products inside the bin safely Autoclavable

Bins with metal handle

POLARIS DELUX  - beige plastic bin 
90 L with front door, pedal, push-bar, 

wheels Ø 125 mm and coloured cover, 
equipped with shock-absorbing pistons

POLARIS DELUX -  beige plastic bin 90 L 
with bag holder 2x45 L, front door, pedal, 
push-bar, wheels Ø 125 mm and coloured 

cover, equipped with shock-absorbing 
pistons

0000CO3090I 49x52x93 cm 0000CO3190I 49x52x93 cm

0000CO3091I 49x52x93 cm 0000CO3191I 49x52x93 cm

0000CO3092I 49x52x93 cm 0000CO3192I 49x52x93 cm

0000CO3093I 49x52x93 cm 0000CO3193I 49x52x93 cm

0000CO3094I 49x52x93 cm 0000CO3194I 49x52x93 cm

Con sovrapprezzo disponibile in confezione singola - Per 
ordinare il contenitore singolo è sufficiente anteporre al codice 
standard il prefisso 0001. Es: 0001CO2090I 
- Misure consigliate per il sacco: 80x110 cm

Con sovrapprezzo disponibile in confezione singola - Per ordinare
il contenitore singolo è sufficiente anteporre al codice standard il 
prefisso 0001. 
Es: 0001CO2190I - Misure consigliate per i sacchi 70x110 cm
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DELTA - white plastic bag holding 
trolley 120 L complete with 2 

wheels, 2 feet, pedal and cover

DELTA COMPACT -white plastic 
bag holder, with 2 wheels and 2 
feet, pedal and coloured cover

2000CO4220D 50x64x99 cm 0003CO4220D w cm
Advised bags size: 75x110 cm Ideal to be placed under worktops - Advised bag size: 

75x110 cm

ECOLOGY 3100
- carrello cromato

3100 84x58x110 cm

 - wall mounted plastic bin 50 L with pedal and cover

39x53,5x81 cm

39x53,5x81 cm

39x53,5x81 cm

39x53,5x81 cm

39x53,5x8z1 cm

39x53,5x81 cm

e coperchio verde 39x53,5x81 cm

39x53,5x81 cm

Misure consigliate per il sacco: 70x110 cm

Desy bins

KIDDY - plastic bin 23 L with 
cover and pedal for kids’ diapers

0000CO3023D 20x42x67 cm
Ideal for nurseries and kindergartens - Advised bag 
size: 55x65 cm

Kiddy bins

Multi-sort waste separation trolleys

DESY - plastic bin 10 L with cover and 
pedal for sanitary towels

DESY - plastic bin 10 L for sanitary towels 
with cover, pedal and fixing kit for wall

DESY - plastic bin with cover 
and pedal for sanitary towels

0000CO2010DE 10 lt 18x35,7x43,5 cm 0000CO2910DE 10 lt 18x35,7x43,5 cm 0000CO2017DE 17 lt 20x42x54 cm
0000CO2023DE 23 lt 20x42x65 cm

PATTY FOR LADY - plastic bin 
25 L with cover and pedal for 

sanitary towels

0000CO2025D 34x32x52 cm

Patty for Lady bins

DELTA - white plastic bag holding trolley 
120 L complete with 2 wheels, 2 feet, 

pedal and coloured cover

DELTA - white plastic bag holding 
trolley 120 L complete with 2 wheels, 

2 feet, pedal and coloured cover

DELTA -  white plastic bag 
holding trolley 120 L complete 
with 4 wheels, pedal and cover

 0000CO4220D 50x64x99 cm 0000CO4220D 50x64x99 cm 2000CO4120D 50x64x99 cm
0000CO4121D 50x64x99 cm 0000CO4221D 50x64x99 cm 3000CO4120D 50x64x99 cm
0000CO4122D 50x64x99 cm 0000CO4222D 50x64x99 cm Advised bags size: 75x110 cm

0000CO4123D 50x64x99 cm 0000CO4223D 50x64x99 cm
0000CO4124D 50x64x99 cm 0000CO4224D 50x64x99 cm

With surcharge available in single package - To order the single 
bin, simply add the prefix 0001 on the front of the standard code. 
E.g. 0001CO4220D - Advised bag size: 75x110 cm

With surcharge available in single package - To order the single 
bin, simply add the prefix 0001 on the front of the standard 
code. E.g. 0001CO4220D - Advised bag size: 75x110 cm

 Delta bag holding trolleys
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ALPHA 0901006
 - plastic trolley

MA0901006U00 146x58x102 cm

ALPHA 1102
 - plastic trolley

0000MA1102U00 97x58x102 cm

Alpha trolleys

ALPHA 2107
 - plastic trolley

0500MA2107U00 126x58x102 cm

ALPHA 5143
 - plastic trolley

0300MA5143U00 133x58x102 cm

ALPHA 7103
 - plastic trolley

0000MA7103U00 105x58x102 cm

ALPHA 8125
 - plastic trolley

1000MA8125U00 146x58x102 cm

ALPHA 0901005
 - plastic trolley

MA0901005U002 146x58x102 cm

ALPHA 0901019
 - plastic trolley

MA0901019U000 194x58x102 cm

MORGAN 1030
 - plastic trolley

0000MP1030U 102x57x104 cm
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ALPHA HOTEL 2300-05
 - plastic trolley

ALPHA HOTEL 5300-06
 - plastic trolley

ALPHA HOTEL 5301-06
- plastic trolley

ALPHA HOTEL 5304-06
- plastic trolley

0300HA2300U05 99x58x107 cm 0300HA5300U06 142x58x107 cm 0500HA5301U06 177x55x109 cm 0300HA5304U06 153x55x109 cm

Open version trolleys

ALPHA HOTEL 5302-98
 - plastic trolley

ALPHA HOTEL 5300-98
 - plastic trolley

ALPHA HOTEL HR5300-98
- plastic trolley

ALPHA HOTEL 5503006
- plastic trolley

0000HA5302U98 97x55x106 cm 0300HA5300U98 142x55x109 cm 0300HR5300U98 153x55x109 cm HA5503006U000 142x55x110 cm

ALPHA HOTEL 5301-98
- plastic trolley

0500HA5301U98 177x55x109 cm

ALPHA HOTEL 0603002
- wheeled cabinet

ALPHA HOTEL 0603005
- wheeled cabinet

ALPHA HOTEL 3300-05
- wheeled cabinet

HA0603002U000 97x55x106 cm HA0603005U000 97x55x106 cm 0300HA3300U05 99x55x109  cm

 Closed version trolleys
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 Closed version trolleys

ALPHA HOTEL 0603003
- plastic trolley

HA0603003U000 142x55x109 cm

ALPHA HOTEL HR0603003
- plastic trolley with Link-Up system

HR0603003U000 153x55x109 cm

ALPHA HOTEL 5603003
 - plastic trolley

HA5603003U000 142x55x110 cm

ALPHA HOTEL HR0603003
- plastic trolley with Link-Up system

HR0603003U000 153x55x109 cm

ALPHA HOTEL 0603004
 - plastic trolley

HA0603004U000 177x55x109 cm

Steel holder for gloves and disinfectant

Holder for disinfectant solution 
without support base

  I1050075 9x9x10 cm

1. fitting Alpha bag holder 150 L
2. fitting Alpha central ring
3. fitting Alpha closing profile thanks 
     to the long holder P1909959U

  I1051075 13,5x9x10 cm
4. fitting Alpha central upper baskets
  I1052075 11x9x10cm
5. fitting Morgan central baskets

1 2

3 4

5

Holder for gloves 
and disinfectant solution

  I1050073 10x22x25 cm

1. fitting Alpha bag holder 150 L
2. fitting Alpha central ring
3. fitting Alpha closing profile thanks 
     to the long holder P1909959U
  I1052073 11x22x25 cm

4. fitting Morgan central baskets

1 2

3 4

Holder for disinfectant solution 
with support base

  I1050074 11,5x10x9,5 cm

1. fitting Alpha bag holder 150 L
2. fitting Alpha central ring
3. fitting Alpha closing profile thanks 
     to the long holder P1909959U
  I1051074 13,5x10x9,5 cm
4. fitting Alpha central upper baskets
  I1052074 12,5x10x9,5 cm
5. fitting Morgan central baskets

1 2

3 4

5
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FILMOP INTERNATIONAL SRL (Soc. a Socio Unico)
Via dell’Artigianato 10/11, 35010 VILLA DEL CONTE (PD), ITALY
Tel. +39 049 9325066 - Fax +39 049 9325317
e-mail: filmop@filmop.com - www.filmop.com

Photos and contents may have been updated

Product certification valid  
for a range of textile products

Product certification valid 
for a selection of wheeled 

cabinets

Product certification valid  
for a range of plastic products

Distributor




